MICROBIAL
REMEDIATION

If you know how to remediate,
it’s not so scary.

SIGNS OF MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION
Microorganisms, viruses and fungicidal can be found everywhere.
Microbes are too small to be seen by the naked eye and come from all
kinds of sources like water, flooding, animal or human fecal matter,
decaying remains, dust and other such sources.
Ways to tell if microbial contamination is a problem:
• Odour and detected water damage in the property
• Residents are unusually sick most of the time
• Can cause skin irritations
• Raspatory issues and even

• Headaches

Everyone reacts differently. Some people can be immune to
this environment.
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WHAT YOU’RE UP AGAINST: MOULD

Mould, mildew and fungi are nature’s decomposition mechanisms. It will grow
from any dead organic matter that was once alive with the right environment of
humidity and temperature.

They will also die if you take its food source away as well as the ideal environment.
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WHAT YOU’RE UP AGAINST: BACTERIA

Bacteria is one of the largest life forms on Earth and has been around for more
than 4 billion years. It is estimated that bacteria makes up most of the Earth’s living
biomass. Human bacteria helps us to heal, but other bacteria is harmful.

Found in outside water, stagnant water, and sewer backflow, they hold diseases
like cholera, syphilis, leprosy, e. coli and more.
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WHAT YOU’RE UP AGAINST: VIRUSES

Viruses are organisms that replicate by invading living cells and turning those cells
into virus factories. It needs a living cell from humans, animals or plants. That is
where the virus derives the energy for survival.

Once outside the organism or once the temperature of the host is inhospitable,
the virus will become inactive.
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HOW TO FIGHT BACK?
01.

MIST THE EFFECTED AREA
You will need to wait for the mist to settle to proceed to the next
step.

02.

VACUUM & DEHUMIDIFIER
Vacuum your way in with a hepa vacuum and set up a dehumidifier.
Wipe over all surfaces with EPA approved disinfectants and bleach.
Leave the dehumidifier overnight.

03.

WIPE & MOP
Wipe over everything a second time and mop your way out.
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IF IN DOUBT,
CONTACT Q ONE
We’re here to help!
www.qone.net.au
1300 777 663
info@qone.net.au
PO Box: 899 Kings Langley, NSW

